[Atypical perception processing and facial emotion disorder in autism].
Autistic syndrome is defined by several abnormalities, mainly affecting social interaction skills. Disorders of the processes of processing facial and emotional stimuli, and particularly avoidance of gaze, have also been reported in this disorder. Some authors have suggested that these abnormalities may be explained, or at least contributed to, by the social disorder observed in this syndrome. The aim of this study was therefore to improve the understanding of the processes involved in perception AND the representation of faces expressing emotion in subjects with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Eleven children with ASDs (mean developmental age 7 years 11 months) and eleven normally developing children (mean age 7 years 9 months) took part in three experiments. The first involved overall discrimination of emotions using photographs of faces expressing six basic emotions, the second required local emotional discrimination on the basis of isolated elements of the face (photographs of eyes and mouths isolated from the rest of the face), and for the third the children were asked to create faces expressing emotions by means of a jig-saw puzzle format, using photographs of isolated elements of the face (overall representation necessitating local discrimination). Our findings revealed that the normally developing children had difficulties with the process of local discrimination of emotions: their performance improved when overall perception was possible. In contrast, and astonishingly, the children with ASD were more able to discriminate isolated eyes expressing emotion than the controls, but their performance declined when overall processing was required. Our results suggested that the emotional disorders observed in ASDs might be explained by greater skills in the processing of local information. This might explain the inability of children with ASDs to achieve coherent perception of their social environment and might also lead to the withdrawal that is characteristic of this disorder. These results also suggest that the gaze avoidance that is characteristic of individuals with ASDs is eliminated when eyes are presented alone. This gaze avoidance therefore seems to be related to the complexity and variability of this type of stimulus and not to the social nature of the stimulus.